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Strangers No More: “When Harry Met [Dante]…” 

If Dante were to listen to “Stranger with the Melody” at this point on his journey, I 

think he would be able to relate it a lot to his sense of moving into a different part of his 

life. Right now, Dante is overcome with emotion, as he has lost Vergil but also been 

reunited with Beatrice and made it to Paradise. The stranger in the poem reminds me a lot 

of Vergil, since at the beginning of the song his presence seems almost godlike. When the 

anonymous voice comes through the walls to Harry, it seems like it is not even attached to 

a real person; instead, this man appeared just for Harry, as if he was meant to hear his song. 

Just like this stranger, Vergil appears to Dante and seems almighty. Through Inferno he 

knows everything and can tell Dante exactly what to do. On Mount Purgatory, Vergil is 

more unsure, but he still manages to get Dante to the top successfully. Vergil cannot stay 

with Dante forever, though, and soon we see how Vergil is limited by his Paganism and 

restricted to his place in Limbo. Just like Vergil, this unknown singer is limited, in this case 

by his own emotions. The singer can only repeat the same words over and over again, and 

he seems lost because he can never move on from them. He never will be able to either, 

because he says that only his girl can tell him the words, while he can just play the music.  

It is so hard to see Vergil fail, though, since throughout the poem he has been a 

father for Dante and we grew to love him. In the same way, even though they have just 

met, this stranger refers to Harry as “son,” suggesting that they have a similar relationship 

and that even if Harry does not notice yet and just wants to go to sleep, this man is somehow 

guiding Harry. To where he is being guided, I do not know, but it definitely has to do with 
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moving on; the singer seems to be searching for a sense of belonging after the “she” he 

talks about is gone. In the same way, Dante must recover from losing Vergil, as Dante’s 

departure from Vergil is devastating. Even though they knew that they had to let each other 

go, it was still terribly sad. Immediately after, like the stranger, Dante is not “set free.” I 

think Dante is mentally trapped by his loss, unsure of what to do, and this fear makes him 

want to cry. On the other hand, though, seeing Beatrice is also exhilarating for him, even 

though she acts like a “general” in terms of her harshness. This song in particular would 

confirm for him the necessity to move on and motivate him forward on his journey, I think 

because of the power of music that we see in Paradise. From the moment Dante arrives, we 

see angels singing blessed songs that are wholly emotional experiences. They express the 

joy of music and its uniting power, serving to show how each blessed soul is part of the 

whole, which is Heaven itself. If this song were a heavenly song, though, then why is the 

man still trapped by his misery? I think the reason is because this song lacks an important 

aspect: personal and emotional meaning. The man cannot supply the “music,” only the 

song, or at least he thinks so. Because he mentally shuts out the idea of putting his own 

words to the music, he himself is not opening up to the chance to make progress by 

advancing his own understanding of the situation in which he is stuck.  

Therefore, in this way blessed music would be able to help each soul individually 

as well as in terms of community, relating to each soul’s own experience. It is a clear 

expression of “nostra vita”: art can have a unique and intimate connection with each person 

who experiences it. With his girl, the stranger would sing songs “angels must have heard,” 

which shows that at one time, he did reach a point of blessedness in his own life on Earth 

through his emotional state. I would guess that he achieved this because he had a sort of 
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platonic relationship with the woman in the story, acting for him as a source of all the 

support he needed in his life. This dependence made it even harder for him to lose her, 

though, and it led him to regress on his journey, perhaps because he was too dependent on 

having her there for him all the time. He fell into a “dark wood” of sorts, unable to move 

on from his loss. At this point, this “godly” presence of the stranger’s voice is recognized 

as imperfect. He is flawed in that he is hung up on the loss of her, and is wallowing in his 

grief instead of trying to move on. This stranger is unable to love without grasping, and for 

this he will always be yearning for more. I think Dante would recognize this because of his 

time on Purgatory and decide that he will not do this with Vergil. Instead of being miserable 

about him leaving, Dante has to use everything that Vergil taught him and honor him by 

making more progress and completing his journey. Once Dante has become a blessed soul 

who has a high level of divine understanding, he can look back and recognize that he got 

there because of Vergil; this in itself is the greatest thing he can do for him, instead of 

reliving all of their fond memories but making no process along the way. In order for Dante 

to be able to move on from Vergil, though, he must open himself up to it. Heaven is an 

“acquired taste,” and so is this new way of living. At the beginning of the song, Harry 

thinks the melody is “crazy nonsense” and just asks for the man to let him sleep. He is 

unable to understand what this man is going through, which I think is understandable 

because as humans, it is impossible to empathize with people despite our efforts. It would 

be especially hard with a stranger, though. Because Dante has gone through so much divine 

education already, I think he wouldhave an easier time understanding how attempt it, 

especially after all of his work on Purgatory.  
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I do not think that Harry realizes the importance of what the stranger is saying until 

he hears the “void of silence” after he falls quiet. The silence he longed for now seems 

suffocating, since he did not realized how connected the two apparent “strangers” were. 

Just like when Dante looks over his shoulder and expects to see Vergil, since he had always 

been there, but then realizes he is gone, Harry had been subconsciously relying on the 

stranger’s presence as a sort of companionship. It is fitting that he realizes this “two hours 

‘til it’s daylight” because it is dawn, the spiritually stimulating and self-reflective time of 

Dante’s three dreams. Even then, he thinks he is “supposed to listen,” instead of wanting 

to listen, which I think means he is still not completely open to reflection. It is progress, 

though, because now instead of asking for the man to be quiet, he is agreeing to listen to 

the music. I think the presence of dawn is important because even when Harry was not 

looking for it, he found emotional connection in an unexpected place. He does not even 

know if the man was real or if it was in a dream, like one of Dante’s. Perhaps Harry felt 

lost at this time too, and the stranger in the dream was an expression of his own internal 

turmoil. If this is true, then his dream has the same effect as those of Dante– it serves to 

reveal to him a key to his forward progress through the journey that is his life. An essential 

part of this lesson is what I said before, in that moving on is essential to achieving 

maximum potential. This makes me wonder, then, if there was a person whose loss Harry 

was dealing with at the time, his own personal Vergil. In a way, this stranger is his Vergil 

too, at least within this song. He is “what’s-his-name,” an unknown soul whose identity 

changes for each person who encounters him. Even each person who listens to this song 

has a different perception of this man, I  
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am sure, influenced by the people in each of our lives. But the thing is, his identity does 

not even matter; it is the message that is important.  

 

 

“Stranger with the Melody” by Harry Chapin 

It was my first night in that rooming house / In the last room down the hall / I heard a 

hoarse voice and an old guitar / Coming through the paper thin walls / A crazy nonsense 

nursery rhyme / That did not mean a thing / But for the first of what was to be a thousand 

times / This is what I hear him sing / Hold that D chord on the old guitar / 'Til I found the 

G / Drop it down to old E minor / 'Til the A chord rolls back home around to D / I had to 

lay there listening / It seemed he was in the room / This stranger with his melody Singing 

there in the gloom / And he repeated it over and over again / Such a soft and sinkin' 

sound / It was kind of like a music box / That was slowly winding down / You see, he 

sang it, he hummed it / Whistled it, and he strummed it / He laughed it and he cried it / 

He did everything but hide it / And he sang Hold that D chord on the old guitar / 'Til I 

found the G / Drop it down to old E minor / 'Til the A chord rolls back home around for 

me / So I lay there in that lumpy bed / Countin' choruses instead of sheep / 'Til I banged 

on the wall and out I called / "Hey bub, I need some sleep" / The sudden void of silence, 

then I heard that hoarse voice say / "It weren't so long ago, boy / They paid me to play” / 

I said, "It's kind of late for music, sir / Two hours 'til it's daylight" / He answered, "I need 

my music most in these dark hours of the night / You see I've tried gettin' high on 

something, son / But it only brings me down / Staying dry don't work out better, boy / 

'Cause my eyes get wet and I drown / Won't you please let me continue and I'll be in your 

debt? / You see I'm not singing to remember, son, I'm just singing to forget" / And he 
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sang / Hold that D chord on the old guitar / 'Til I found the G / Drop it down to old E 

minor / 'Til the A chord rolls back home around for me / That's when I said "If I'm 

supposed to listen to you, sir / Just one quick question then / Why in the hell do you sing 

one song over and over again?" / And this is what he said / He said, "I gave her the 

music, son / She gave me the words / Together we'd write the kind of songs / The angels 

must have heard / Of course we'd fight like cats and dogs / But life ain't no rosebud 

dream / Still whatever we'd do everybody knew / We truly were a team / I can't remember 

now if I done her wrong / Or if she done wrong to me / But all I know that when I let her 

go / That it did not set me free'' / That's when I said, "You sound like what's-his-name"/ 

He said, "That's who I am / But you can't wrap a name around you, boy / 'Cause it really 

don't mean a damn" / "You see, a song don't have much meaning When it don't have 

nothing to say / What she could do was magic, son / All I could do was play" / He started 

singing again That's when I drifted off / Maybe I dreamed what I heard / 'Bout this 

stranger with his melody / Who'd gone and lost the words / Hold that D chord on the old 

guitar / 'Til I found the G / Drop it down to old E minor / 'Til the A chord rolls back home 

around to D. 
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